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Purpose and Goals

• Purpose: describe the power of qualitative systems mapping and 
how to harness it

• Goals: 
• Clarify benefits of qualitative mapping
• Expose myths and practices of qualitative systems mapping
• Show examples of qualitative mapping applied to two issues
• Review tips for engaging people in model-building
• Explore further opportunities together



Benefits of Qualitative Mapping  

• Independent of quantitative models
• Helps model beneficiaries build their own models
• Helps model beneficiaries tell stories illuminating their responsibility for 

current problems

• Linked with quantitative models
• Can prepare the ground for quantitative modeling
• Can explain key themes in quantitative models

Capturing the science behind the craft: a reporting framework to improve quality and
confidence in nonsimulated models, Benjamin L. Turner and Michael Goodman, System 
Dynamics Review 2023, DOI: 10.1002/sdr.1752



Qualitative Maps Tell Two Stories

“The best arguments in the world won’t change a single person’s 
point of view. The only thing that can do that is a good story.”  

Richard Powers, novelist

Qualitative maps illuminate and differentiate two stories: 
• How things should work (e.g., a R loop of growth or B loop of 

correction)
• How things actually work (e.g. unintended long term 

consequences that dominate the intended loop over time) 



Making Systems Mapping Accessible
Misunderstandings Principles Practices

Systems maps are designed to capture 
complete systems.

Effective maps answer focusing questions 
(beginning with “Why?”)

Help stakeholders align around a “Why?” they 
want to answer. 

The primary value of map-making is in 
the map itself. Maps provide definitive 
solutions to chronic, complex problems.

The process of map-making is as important as the 
map itself. Maps are effective because they 
catalyze productive conversations about root 
causes, stimulate personal responsibility, and 
provide hypotheses about solutions.  

Use maps as tools to stimulate collective 
curiosity, heightened awareness, personal 
responsibility, and continuous learning. 

The best mappers are objective 
observers of something “out there” that 
needs to change.

The best mappers are part of the system they want 
to change.

Engage a professional initially to help people in 
the system create their own system maps. 

The more comprehensive and detailed 
the map, the more useful it is.

Effective maps make a situation’s complexity in 
Einstein’s words “as simple as possible, but not 
simpler.” System archetypes help.

Use your map to tell a human story which distills 
why people’s well-intentioned efforts have been 
insufficient to achieve desired results. Build the 
map as a storyboard using archetypes where 
possible. 

Comprehensive maps take months to 
build.

Useful maps can be developed in a matter of weeks 
or even days. 

Prepare for rapid map-making by taking time to 
engage and build ownership of key stakeholders. 

It’s okay to combine maps that explain 
problems with those that identify 
solutions. 

The first leverage point in shifting a system is 
deepening people’s understanding of why a 
problem persists despite their best efforts to solve 
it. Establish a map of current reality before creating 
a solution map.

First, help people fully appreciate why the 
problem has persisted and their personal 
responsibility, however unwitting, for perpetuating 
it. 
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Mapping for Two Issues: 
Wealth Inequality and Organizational Overload



Why is it so difficult for us to reduce wealth inequality?



Connecting the Dots

Ability to Pay for 
Quality Housing/Food/Health Care/

Transportation In Safe, Healthy Environment

Strength of Family
 (Ability to Provide

Child Welfare/
Education Support)

Education Performance

(c) Bridgeway Partners, 2023 13

Earning Power
(Living Wage Jobs and 
Accumulated Wealth )
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Vicious Cycle

An Intergenerational Cycle of Poverty

GENERATIONAL TIME DELAY

Addressing each factor independently helps people cope with poverty- not escape it



Challenges of Increasing Collaboration
Funder Focus on Programs vs.

Systemic Interventions Organization Pressure to Satisfy Different
“Masters”, Goals, Metrics, Reporting Systems

Individual Solutions by 
Program & Organization 

Poverty-Driven 
Issues

Resident Popn With
Below Family Sustaining Wage Jobs

Collaboration Within
& Across Sectors

Access to Holistic &
Coordinated Human Services

Continuum of
Family Support

Mistrust &
Competition

Incomplete Solutions
(Gaps, Dropped Handoffs,

Duplication)

Available Resources 
For Collaboration

Quick Fix (1)

Fundamental 
Solution (2)

Vicious Cycle (3)

Vicious Cycle (4)

Vicious Cycle (5)



Why Meaningful Action to Dismantle Structural Racism in U.S. Health System Is Weak:
Summary

16

Meaningful Action to Dismantle 
Structural Racism in U.S. Health System

Quality of White Health

Investment in BIPOC TreatmentInvestment in Treatment
Of Whites

Quality of BIPOC Health

Primacy of Concern 
For $$$ Over

Quality of Care

Financial Pressure on Health System

Inefficiencies of Health Insurance System

Opportunities to Generate
Additional Funding 

For White Health

Effort Required to 
Generate Funding for

BIPOC Health System/Care

Virtuous Cycle for 
White Health

Vicious Cycle for 
BIPOC Health

Vicious Cycle for
BIPOC Funding

Virtuous Cycle for 
White Health Funding

Dominance of White Health Administrators, 
Clinicians, and Care Orientation 

BIPOC Health 
Vulnerability

BIPOC Difficulties with 
Trust and Self-Advocacy

“We are not a human 
services agency.”

“BIPOC don’t take care of 
themselves.”

“Our lives 
matter less.”

“White 
providers 
can’t be 
trusted.”

“We are making great 
medical breakthroughs.”

“We are doing the best we 
can.”

BIPOC Difficulties 
Accessing Health 

Insurance;
Inequitable BIPOC 

Treatment



Why is everyone in our nonprofit overloaded despite increased 
funding?



Organizational Overload

Level of 
Aspiration

(Heart)

Complexity
Embraced

(Head)

Priorities

Funds Raised

Funds Required

Overload – Indigestion
(Gut)

Budget
Pressure

Capacity to 
Manage

Complexity
Focus on What
We Can Control

(Silos)

Quality of Collaboration

Engine of Growth (1) Limit to Growth (2)

Limit to Growth (3)

Vicious Cycle
(4)



Engaging People in Model-Building 

1. Embed systems mapping into a change management process (e.g. the 
four-stages in Systems Thinking for Social Change)

2. Establish a focusing question to focus mapping
3. Gather qualitative data through interviews with supporting 

documentation and quantitative data where possible
4. Develop a straw model that builds on systems archetypes
5. Hold your model lightly
6. Work with a client modeling team to refine the model using such  

techniques as Connect the Dots, filling in the template, and adding 
mental models 

7. Engage decision-makers in reflecting and acting on the model vetted by 
the modeling team



Conversation

• Questions you have
• Opportunities you see



• Systems Thinking for Social Change (Chelsea Green, 2015)

• How to Make Systems Mapping More Accessible, Bridgeway 
Partners blog post, 2021

• “Overcoming the Systemic Challenges of Wealth Inequality in 
the U.S.”, The Foundation Review, Vol. 12, No. 4, 2020

• Confronting the Rise of Authoritarian Leadership in the U.S., 
Bridgeway Partners blog post, 2018

• A Health System Built on Racial Equity, Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, 2022

• Our Work Is Connected – But We’re Not, Bridgeway Partners 
blog post, 2019

• “Is Moving Too Fast Slowing You Down? How to Prevent 
Overload from Undermining Your Organization’s Performance”, 
Reflections, Summer 2013

• Https://www.bridgewaypartners.com 

• Https://www.appliedsystemsthinking.com 

• Email David at: Dstroh@bridgewaypartners.com

Bridgeway Partners,  (c) 2024
21

Resources

https://www.amazon.com/Systems-Thinking-Social-Change-Consequences/dp/160358580X
https://www.appliedsystemsthinking.com/
https://bridgewaypartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Overcoming-the-Systemic-Challenges-of-Wealth-Inequality-in-the-U.S.-FR.pdf
https://bridgewaypartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Overcoming-the-Systemic-Challenges-of-Wealth-Inequality-in-the-U.S.-FR.pdf
https://bridgewaypartners.com/wealth-inequality-and-authoritarian-leadership/
https://www.appliedsystemsthinking.com/
http://www.racialequityinhealth.org/
https://bridgewaypartners.com/our-work-is-connected-but-were-not/
https://bridgewaypartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/HowToPreventOverloadFromUnderminingYourOrganizationsPerformance.pdf
https://bridgewaypartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/HowToPreventOverloadFromUnderminingYourOrganizationsPerformance.pdf
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